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ABSTRACT
New venture strategy strongly affects its performance and is subject to many changes following the
high levels of uncertainty as well as changes in business environment. In some cases incremental
changes do not generate anticipated performance, and radical change in strategy occur. These quantum
leaps, a phenomenon described in botany as punctuated equilibrium, contradict common incremental
Darwinian model of new venture strategy formation. Punctuated Equilibrium was recognized in
organizational behavior as well. Yet its mechanisms are still unclear. Inspired by recent explorations in
botany, we explore the relationships and mechanisms initiating radical strategic change in high
technology new ventures.
INTRODUCTION
Business strategy is one of the major factors affecting new venture performance (Gartner, 1998;
Chrisman, Bauerschmidt and Hofer, 1998; Shepherd et al. 2000). In high technology new ventures,
strategy formation process is even more complicated, due to their greater span of technological
alternatives and technology markets playing a role in this context (Arora et al. 2001).
The strategy formation process in new ventures is evolutionary and incremental (Nelson and Winter
1997, Barnett and Burgelman 1996, Lovas and Ghoshal 2000). This evolutionary perspective of
incremental changes in strategy and new venture formation was later paralleled with the Darwin’s
theory of development of species (Witt 1999, Boeker 1991) explaining the diversity of organizations,
their competitive aspects and "the survival of the fittest" (Hannan and Freeman 1997). In many cases,
the incremental change is not sufficient (Miller and Friesen 1984) and more radical changes in strategy
take place (Ginsberg and Abrahamson 1991). Yet, these quantum leaps in organizational development
and discontinues change were not easily supported by the Darwinian Theory.
The Punctuated Equilibrium perspective (Eldredge and Gould 1972,) elaborated the Darwinian view,
explaining Quantum evolution and the rapid appearance of new species (Gould and Eldredge 1977).
Later, Romanelli and Tushman (1994) had used the Punctuated Equilibrium model for exploring
fundamental changes in patterns of organizational activity. Their findings support the inability of
incremental changes to produce these fundamental transformations as well as the influence of major
environmental
changes
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in initiating discontinued change in the organizations.
The organizational fit of a venture to its environment plays a major role in its survivability (Aldrich
and Pfeffer 1976), emphasizing the dynamic internal abilities of a venture to adapt to a changing
environment (Miller 1992). The interaction between strategy and the environment drive the fate of
entrepreneurial efforts (Aldrich and Martinez 2001). Hence, radical changes in strategy are critical in
dynamically changing and uncertain environments, such as the high tech industry (Zahara and Bogner
2000, Matthews and Scott 1995). While there has been substantial theoretical and empirical work done
regarding strategy changes in mature organizations (e.g. Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991; Stacey 1995;
Rajagopalan and Spreitzer 1997); there is an uncovered area in research regarding strategy change in
new ventures (Nicholls-Nixon, Cooper, and Woo, 2000; Ambos and Birkinshaw 2007)
During recent years, a few breakthroughs occurred in understanding the micro elements in deriving the
evolution of new species in relation to environmental changes (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998) as well
as the clarification of micro- macro of evolution (Van den Bergh and Gowdy 2003). This paper
explores to what extent these findings can be useful in the context of the evolutionary perspective of
strategy, studying the cases of radical changes in strategy in hi tech new ventures.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The founders of a new venture provide an initial strategic direction which puts a constraint on
subsequent change in strategy (Boeker, 1989). Some researchers (Cooper 1993; Brush, Greene, and
Hart, 2001) argued that although strategic decisions influence performance, they are dependent on the
entrepreneur, who is the primary resource. Business strategy can be controlled by the entrepreneurial
team, far more then all other factors (Shepherd, Douglas, Shanley 2000).
Planned vs. emerged strategy
The two main approaches refferd to in the entrepreneurial strategy formation process are "planned
strategy" and "emergent strategy" (Smith 1998; Harries, Forbes, Fletcher 2000). While Porter and
subsequently Reid (1993) claimed that formal planning is more effective for achieving competitive
advantage, Mintzberg (1994) criticized formal planning procedures as being too rigid and suggested
that strategic decisions are reached through learning and experience, based on the intuition and
creativity of key personnel. However, most entrepreneurial texts advocate planned strategies should
take place prior to launching new businesses (e.g. Smith 1998; Delmar and Shane 2003; Timmons and
Spinelli 2004), but that the value of planning for venture survival is context-dependent (Castrogiovanni
1996). While large firms respond to perceptions of increasing environmental turbulence with increased
planning (Lindsay and Rue 1980), small firm with limited resources (in terms of managerial time as
well as financial resources) make such a response less likely (Patterson 1986).
Due to the rapidity of change in emergent industries, and especially in high technology industries
(Arora et. al. 2001), strategy change is required to sustain survival in new ventures, as stated by
Shepherd, Douglas and Shanley (2000:399): “a business plan . . . only provides the strategic intentions
behind the venture. Plans almost certainly will not turn out as predicted, and the environment faced by
a venture will not be as anticipated and may change frequently. Performance will deteriorate if changes
in the environment are not detected by the entrepreneur(s), if strategies are not reassessed, and if new
strategies are not formulated and implemented.”
Evolutionary perspective of strategic change
Since uncertainty accompanies every entrepreneurial venture, (Mathews and Scott, 1995), the need to
modify and alter the business strategy is evident, resulting in the adaptation of an Emergent Strategy
by many of the entrepreneurs. An Emergent Strategy indicates that the venture's strategy is being
incrementally modified and altered on-the-fly, as the entrepreneurs gain more knowledge of the newventure's real business aspects. Strategic changes are a normal part of the process by which
entrepreneurs seek to position their business (Nicholls-Nixon, Cooper, and Woo 2000). These
researchers proposed that the level of perceived environmental hostility affects the level of strategic
changes undertaken in new ventures. This ecological/evolutionary perspective of strategy was
described by Boeker (1991) who used ecological arguments to explain the role of competition and
environment in influencing the expansion and decline of organizations pursuing different strategies.
The evolutionary perspective of economics was reviewed by Nelson and Winter (1982, 2002) and was
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later described as being a dynamic, path-dependent model that allows for possibly random variation
and selection within and among organizations (Barrnet and Burgelman 1996). It was only natural that
the evolutionary perspective was set eye to eye with Darwinian theory of evolution (Witt 1999), since
it offers a theoretical framework and ontological precepts, rather than a detailed set of theoretical
explanations for all phenomena (Hodgos 2002:277). The evolutionary perspective has set the
foundations for the development of strategy as guided evolution (Lovas Ghoshal 2000).
Environment influence on strategic change
Environmental Changes are commonly considered as a cause for changes in strategy (e.g. Bhide 1994;
Rajagopalan and Spreitzer 1997; Kraatz and Zajac 2001). They can also be viewed as “changes in the
strategic "recipes" or "formulations" that managers use to construe their environment”, which are
advocated internally by new members of the top management team or, externally, by management
consultants (Ginsberg and Abrahamson 1991:174). Based on differences in environmental forces and
organization resources, Zajak et al. (2000) had found that the timing, direction, and magnitude of
successful strategic changes can be logically predicted.
Matthews and Scott (1995) found an inverse relationship between environmental uncertainty and level
of planning sophistication in entrepreneurial firms, and claim that as environmental uncertainty
increases, sophistication of planning decreases. They further argue that since successful entrepreneurs
are extremely sensitive to the perishable nature of the opportunities emerging in a rapidly changing
environment, taking the time to plan under conditions of high uncertainty may result in the loss of the
opportunity (Bhide 1994). Yet, from the evolutionary approach, strategy and environment interact in a
continuous process (Aldrich & Martines 2001), causing change to be inherent to the entrepreneurial
effort. Those misalignments between the environment and the current strategy are the causes for
changes in strategy. These "misalignments from the environment" are not necessarily objective ones,
and are defined as perceived by the management team (Ginsberg and Abrahamson 1991). Hence, the
misalignment between current strategy and the environment structure may exist or may not. Yet, it is
the internal perception of misalignment that matters to the initiation of strategic change (Johnson 1998,
Farjoun 2007; Parker 2006). Figure 1 below describes the change over time when a venture realigns
itself to the newly perceived environment, following a strategic change that eliminated the
misalignment.
Radical Strategic Change
In cases where small incremental changes may not be sufficient, the founding team may decide to
conduct a Radical Strategic Change (RSC) and re-establish the new ventures’ business strategic
approach. Tichy (1983) defines such change as "non routine, non incremental, and discontinuous,
which alters the overall orientation of the organisation and it is likely to have been imposed on the
organization by change in the environment". Hopkins (1987) defined a strategic change in an
organization to be "radical" rather than "ordinary" if it combines three well distinguished factors: (1)
departing significantly from the organization's former way of doing business; (2) having far-reaching
effects; (3) creating uncertainty and insecurity among organizational members. Changes in business
orientation can be classified by magnitude as Incremental vs. Dramatic (Miller and Friesen 1984:203)
or, alternatively, as Incremental vs. Radical (Ginsberg and Abrahamson 1991), where radical changes
involve business state and pattern. Based on previous research, strategic change can be defined
(Rajagopalan and Spreitzer 1996:49) as “a difference in the form, quality, or state over time in an
organization’s alignment with its external environment, (where this alignment is) the fundamental
pattern of present and planned resource deployments and environmental interactions that indicates how
organization will achieve its objectives.” (See figure 1 below).
Being of a revolutionary, quantum-leap nature, RSC diverges from the Darwinian evolutionary
perspective of strategy (Johnson 1988, Khalil 2000). At the extreme extent of this view, Farjoun (2007)
asks: "Are these [structural] established ideas, so strongly rooted in permanence and continuity, still
relevant in today’s unstable, hyper-competitive and turbulent environments?"
It is common view that organizations are constrained in their ability to adapt. Therefore, their general
tendency is to preserve strategy rather than to perform a radical change (Quinn 1980; Miller and
Friesen 1984). Porter (1980) identified mobility barriers in industries which inhibit movements of
firms from one strategic position to another. In accordance with these researchers, Boeker (1989)
found that semiconductor firms, who had adopted a dominant strategy at the founding stage,
maintained this strategy over time. Boeker (1989:492) asserted that “the extent to which consensus
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develops around a strategy at founding, may make the strategy more open to subsequent questioning or
redirection by organizational participants." In addition to strategy constrains set during early stages of
the company, the need for significant investments may limit the organization’s ability to change its
strategy (Freeman and Boeker 1984).
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Time
Figure 1: Radical Vs. Incremental change in business strategy.
In analyzing the process of evolution and change in high technology new ventures, where both
resources levels and expertise are constrained, Ambos and Birkinshaw (2007) chose to use the concept
of "Business Charter", defined as the shared understanding of the elements of business of which the
venture leaders assume responsibility. Charters include three key elements: (a) products and markets
targeted, (b) venture capabilities, and (c) the future state of the venture's scope as communicated to
external stakeholders. Using multiple case study design in four technological new ventures, Ambos
and Birkinshaw concluded that changing charters is broadly a healthy event for a venture, since
whenever a venture changed its charter, the change was beneficial in terms of refocusing on a
neglected aspect, or pushing the venture to think more ambitiously than it had done previously.
According to Ambos and Birkinshaw, a RSC may be a common and favorable event jointly with a
change in the venture's charter.
Strategic change can have a crucial impact on organizations, since the successful execution of a
recommended strategic change is a rare achievement (Beaver 2003). Hence, when a RSC occurs in a
venture it requires substantial thought, courage, flexibility as well as personal ability on behalf of the
entrepreneur. This event represents high risk in the life of a new venture. Yet, it may be the turning
point that will save the venture and place it on a growth track. While there has been substantial
theoretical and empirical work done regarding strategy changes in mature organizations (e.g. Gioia and
Chittipeddi, 1991; Stacey, 1995; Rajagopalan and Spreitzer 1997); there is an uncovered area of
research regarding strategy change in new ventures (Nicholls-Nixon, Cooper, and Woo, 2000; Ambosh
and Birkinshaw 2007).
Resource-Based View and New Venture Performance
The relationship between dynamic environments, and venture strategy was suggested to be through its
available resources (Kraatz and Zajac 2001).Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) linked value creation in
dynamic environmental contexts to the management of firm resources, including its internal abilities
(Miller 1992).
Promoting the Resource Based View (RBV), Barney argued that “sustained competitive advantage
derives from the resources and capabilities a firm controls that are valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable,
and not substitutable” (Barney et al., 2001:625). He suggests that resources and capabilities can be
heterogeneously distributed across competing firms, in a way that explains why some firms
consistently outperform others. Based on this perspective, Barney (1991, 2001) regards the resourcebased view as consisting of a rich body of related, yet distinct, theoretical tools for analyzing firm level
sources of sustained competitive advantage. Porter (1991) argues that RBV cannot be an alternative
theory of strategy, since it cannot be separated from the cross-sectional determinants of competitive
advantage which derives from more than just resources. The conditions which make a resource
valuable bear a strong resemblance to industry structure. Porter also considers the RBV to have the
greatest significance in environments where change is incremental and the number of strategic
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variables and combinations is limited. Building on RBV, Noda and Bower (1996) demonstrated the
important role of resources at different corporate contexts which function as an internal selection
environment to generate a varied resource allocation pattern and to shape different evolutionary
dynamics among multiple competing businesses. They found that the escalation or de-escalation of a
firm's strategic commitment to new businesses is a consequence of iterations of resource allocation.
The importance of resources in new ventures
The recognition of the firm as a heterogeneous bundle of resources, as follows from resource-based
theory, yielded the need for a systematic categorization of resources in order to better understand,
evaluate, and select the resources necessary for the start-up process. Alvarez and Busenitz (2001) used
the resource-based view to show that entrepreneurship involves the founder's unique awareness of
opportunities along with his/her ability to acquire the resources needed to exploit the opportunity and
the organizational ability to recombine homogeneous inputs into heterogeneous outputs. Resourcebased theory provides a basis for explaining resource identification, acquisition, and deployment in
new ventures, where the discerning appropriate inputs are a matter of entrepreneurial vision and
intuition. The initial combination of resources is necessary to support the increasingly complex layers
necessary for the company to achieve a competitive advantage (Greene, Brush, and Hart 1999).
Stevenson and Gumpert (1985) stated that resources in entrepreneurship were central to the
implementation of the opportunity. Brush et al. (1997) suggested examining various types of resources
and their role in small firms since, despite the critical nature of resources in entrepreneurial endeavors,
there are comparatively few studies in this field. Greene, Brush and Hart (1999) considered the
foundation of resources and means by which they enter a new organization to be critical to its success.
They argued that though current applications of resource-based theory in the strategic management
literature assume the initial establishment of a resource-base commitment to an opportunity has already
taken place, the process of assembling the initial resources for a new venture is a theoretical gap.
Radical Change and Punctuated Equilibrium in Botany
Similar questioning, regarding the limitations of Darwinian perspective to explain quantum leaps
(Simpson 1953) in evolution, appeared in the biological world, making room for the Punctuated
Equilibrium theoretical framework by Eldredge and Gould (1972). As a matter of fact, Punctuated
Equilibrium was claimed to be a "natural manifestation of the wrightian evolutionary theory"
(Newman et al 1985:400). The idea of Punctuated Equilibrium proved to be useful and appropriate in
various social science fields as stated by Gersick (1991:11): "This new way of thinking has farreaching implications for organizational practice and theory about when and how change occurs, and
how it can be managed. More important, it offers some promising conceptual tools for understanding
the issues facing organizations in an environment where incremental adaptation increasingly appears to
be unequal to the economic, social, and ecological dislocations taking place."
The application of the Punctuated equilibrium theory in the business world was suggested by Tusman
and Romanelli (1985) and later empirically validated in the semiconductor industry by Romanelli and
Tushman (1994) stating: "Results of this study demonstrate that revolutionary transformation, as
predicted by the punctuated equilibrium model, is a principal means by which organizations
fundamentally alter their systems, strategies, and structures" (Romanelli and Tushman 1994:1158).
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Figure 2: Quantum leap in plant evolution
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Although the punctuated equilibrium theory was widely accepted in the botanic world, and
implemented in many other disciplines, the causes for the "punctuated leap" i.e. for moving from one
equilibrium phase to another, where yet to be discovered: An important problem for evolutionists is
understanding the forces that cause the adaptive shift (Kirkpatrick 1982) as described in Figure 2.
Another challenge is tracing the cause and effect flow from the micro (genetic) characteristics to the
macro (strategy) behavior (Van Den Bergh and Gowdy 2003). In the botanic world demonstration of
such mechanism was shown when widespread variation of morphogenic pathways in a population
occurred when a specific protein was buffered by extreme heat (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998). Other
examples explored the genomics response to environmental stress (Gasch and Washburn 2002).
THE SUGGESTED ANALOGY
The analogy between biology and economics has its roots back in the early days of economic thinking
and has grown broadly into use as described in the work of Dosi and Nelson (1994) and Levit et al.
(2008). This paper builds on these principles in order to explore the trigger for the occurrence of RSC
in hi-technology new ventures.
We first outline the analogy model described in Table 1. In this model, business strategy and the
organs' DNA hold the "pattern in stream of decisions" (Mintzberg 1987:935), operating under a given
context of resources and conditions. It is noted here that using the term "decision" regarding plants
does not imply intelligence or "plant thinking", rather it refers to conditioned actions such as - flourish
at a certain temperature or sprout at certain moisture levels etc. The "pattern" implantation process is
via translation to various actions performed in all parts of the organization, similar to various RNA
transcriptions from the DNA impact parts of the plant (Stern 2006).
Section II presents the Darwinian part of the analogy, in which incremental evolvement is achieved by
incremental steps. According to this process those who do fit the environment perish, except for those
plants having an "error" in their DNA enabling them to survive, or those adjusting their RNA,
generating a new Phenotype. This type of change is not far lasting as it survives only the current life
cycle of the venture or plant (Burt 2003).
The third section (section III) describes the analogy in light of the Punctuated Equilibrium model in
which quantum leaps in evolvement occur in reaction to environmental stress (misalignment). It is
noted here that in plants resource surplus is considered a stress condition as well e.g. over watering or
intense sun light. Stress conditions where shown to ignite changes in DNA (Rutherford and Lindquist
1998, Gassh and Washburn 2002, Gassh and Washburn 2002). When changes made fit the new
stressed environment, the plant survives, but not all survive the change.
Limitations of analogies are well noted and we note the limitation this analogies in particular. DNA
changes in plants will happen in many cases only in the next generation, unlike businesses than can
modify their strategic DNA within their own life cycle. Furthermore, plants do not have the ability to
move to a different habitat, they have no regulations and their limitations on recourse accumulation are
much bigger than of businesses.
The Analogical Model
Principle
Botanic
Section I: Terms Compatibility
Business Environment
Context
Environment
Business strategy
Content
Plant Genetic code (DNA)
Strategy Implementation
Process
Transcription (RNA)
Performance
Growth
Biomass
Section II: Evolutionary perspective
Incremental changes
Evolutionary
Darwinian Theory of evolution
in strategy
Evolvement
Between Venture and Environment
Environmental
Between Plant and Environment
Misalignment
Business failure
Mortality
Plant termination for most,
"Survival of the fittest."
Venture performed an incremental
Survival
Phenotype:
Business
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change

A new variation of plant.
Section III: Revolutionary perspective
Between Venture and Environment
Environmental
Between Plant and Environment
Misalignment
Strategy reformed by
Quantum leap
Gould's theory of
Radical Strategic Change
Evolvement
Punctuated Equilibrium
Relation between venture resources?
Cause igniting
Lack/Surpluses of resources ignite
Focus of this study.
the change
genetic change in DNA.
Venture departing significantly of its
Modified
Genotype:
old business manners.
Content
A new type of plant.
RSC failure
Mortality
Mismatched Genotype:
Plant perishes.
RSC Success
Survival
Genotype:
A new type of plant.
Table 1: The suggested analogy
This research focuses on this particular gap: Can we expect a correlation between resources to the
initiation of RSC in new ventures as applied in plants? We explore the major causes which prompt
RSC in high technology new ventures, based on the level of resources, and based on an analogy to
similar mechanisms discovered in Botany.
METHODS: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Aimimg to provide an internal view for the empirical phenomenon of Radical Strategic Changes (RSC)
in new ventures, we applied a qualitative study in order "to understand and represent the experiences
and actions of people as they encounter, engage, and live through situations" (Elliott, Fischer and
Rennie 1999:216). In order to explore the factors and effects of RSC, we opted for an inductive
research design of a multiple case method (Eisenhardt 1989; Fried and Hisrich 1995; Yin 2003).
Following Ambos and Birkinshaw (2007), we believe that the case study method fits well with this
research in order "to explain the presumed causal links in real-life interventions that are too complex
for the survey or experimental strategies" (Yin 2003:15). Following Porter (1991:116), the
methodology of this study controls for major external effects when studying the effect of internal
resources on performance. The external factors monitored were: competitors and markets for the
products of the venture.
This paper includes the findings of four cases. We chose to adopt a multiple case study design, which
is preferred over a single-case study design for more robust generalization, due to "the substantial
analytic benefits from having two or more cases" (Yin 2003:53). Replications should alter one or two
experimental conditions to see whether the findings could still be duplicated. The initial case selection
criteria were: hi-technology venture, which had undergone at least two RSCs', one considered by
management as a successful one, and another, regarded as a non-successful one. In order to reduce
biases resulting from specific unexpected items, the selected company had to have minimal variations
in terms of decision leaders in the two RSC events.
The selected cases were expected to have two radical changes in strategy in sequence, while the same
management remains in place. One of the RSC's had to be considered by the company as
"unsuccessful", and the other as "successful". This ensures that many variables would resemble in both
RSCs'. By comparing two RSC's in the same venture, we reduce the number of uncontrolled variables.
Secondly, we aim at variation in filed of action of the cases. These criteria allow "to obtain information
about the significance of various circumstances for case process and outcome (e.g. three to four cases
that are very different on one dimension)" (Flyvbjerg 2006:230).
We selected diverse characteristics of four Israeli high-tech companies as follows: (i) an internet
software company established in the year 2000, which survived one failed RSC and had a second
successful RSC. (ii) an energy management company, established at 1997, which had lately gone
through a promising second RSC, (iii) a network software company established at 2005, and went
through 2 RSCs, (iv) a supportive case of a medical device company which had undergone 3 RSCs,
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based on the Visionsense (Marram and Hedberg 2005), a case study of Babson College which we
followed and updated.
Data was collected through a methodology of semi-structured interviews: we interviewed the major
figures involved in the ventures from initial idea to commercialization, including the managers and
owners of the venture, venture capitalists, and alliance partners. The interviews were taped and
subsequently transcribed, and notes were taken throughout the interview. We then sought for patterns
in the data, by looking for consistencies and inconsistencies in the explanations given by the
interviewees. By tabulating data and comparing responses across all respondents, as recommended by
Myles and Huberman for cross-case displays (1994).
Interviews lasted between 60 and 120 minutes, including questions concerning the history and
emergence of the venture, the decision making process, the people involved, as well as the
environmental challenges and the teams’ responses to them. The interviews were analyzed using the
Nvivo software (Richards 1999).
FINDINGS
The interviews aimed at presenting a coherent view of the company's evolution process, described
below. Names of companies and people where changed in order not to reveal their identity
Datamate
Datamate is a software design company operating from Israel, providing software maintenance tools to
Information Technology (IT) administrators in the business workspace. The product is not industry
specific. Yet, it is internet-technology related, without any specific country/culture orientation.
Datamate was established in 2000 when one of the founders, was nominated CEO, and is still holding
this position. The founders believed in a "Grow as we go" strategy, which meant, avoiding extreme
risks and Selling directly to end users. The large availability of financial resources enabled the
founding team to raise US$ 3 Million within just a few weeks.
The first RSC was moving to sales through channels. The decision aimed to gain rapid market share.
During the first two years of operation, the company has signed agreements with most of the
significant relevant manufacturers at that time, as well as with a few resellers. A few direct sales to
end-users who accessed Datamate directly, where signed as well, but revenues did not grow.
Datamate’s funds where draining out, representing about ten months of survival for the company. The
investors were reluctant to invest additional funds into the company, while crushing financial markets
prevented the company from raising new funds from new investors. Datamate's second RSC took
place at mid 2002: moving back to direct sales. The team adopted a 'survival' mentality, utilizing the
advantages offered by the internet and targeted advertising, the company became profitable by the end
of 2004. Datamate never stopped growing since then. Datamates' market and technology environments
were unchanged during the 2 RSCs.
Gellergy
Gellergy was established in 1997 following 3 years of R&D, aiming to revolutionize energy supply for
low consumption electronic devices. Gellergy raised about US$1.5 million. The core strategy was to be
an Intellectual Property company aiming to sell know-how and licenses for using Gellergys’
technology. Once a first customer has shown interest in late 1999, Gellergy managed to raise
additional US$ 13 Million from venture capital firms.
At this point, Gellergy actually underwent its first RSC: design products based on their core
technology. Having sufficient cash at hand, manufacturing facilities where build in order to prove the
ability for “Quality, Quantity and Price”. The company had signed agreements with leading players in
each of the targeted markets, which assisted in raising about US$ 12 Million for the company.
In 2001, it was clear that the contracts failed to deliver, as the technology did not mature. During the
years 2002-2007, more contracts where signed, the technology was improved, and more funds were
raised. Yet, the company was unable to generate cash via sales. The strategy was not altered during the
2.5 years Shane was acting as CEO, and even continued when he was replaced by Jeremy Cereme. The
second RSC took place at the end of 2007, when Gellergy had its RFID division spinned-off to be a
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separate company raising $8 million from new investors. At this point Gellergy returned to being an
IP-based venture, as initially planned. In terms of market environment, there was a stable and moderate
evolution of the market. No major or critical events where noticed during the researched time span.
Netaction
Netaction was established in 2003, as a 'Garage'-based software house, aiming to simplify PC network
maintenance and control. During the first 2 years the team operated in its local market (Israel), building
up the technology and accumulating a customer-base. In early 2005, Netaction raised a major
investment from a UK-based investment group. Yet, the former management stayed in place. Having
funds available along with strategic connections in the UK, the first RSC took place: The Company
focused its sales efforts to resellers in the UK alone, abandoning the web-based sales strategy.
As the new strategy failed to deliver an increase in sales additional funds had to be injected in early
2006. The efforts invested during 2006 and 2007 still did not produce sufficient sales and targets where
continuously unmet. Direct competition was mostly unchanged during the lifespan of the company,
and no major product has managed to overtake dominance in the market. The demand for PC network
management tools was generally unchanged. No major changes where identified in the technological
environment. In early 2008 Netaction shifted to a global internet sales strategy, utilizing the remaining
cash to establish web-based sales and marketing infrastructure. The results came soon in the form of
sale leads from around the world. However, sales were not enough to support the company. At the
same time, the company enjoyed growing interest from potential strategic investors.
Visionsense
Visionsense was established in early 2000, aiming to bring three dimensional visions into the field of
minimal invasion surgery based on software-driven platform. The founder, managed to raise US$ 6
million at the end of 2000, with a vision to grow sales and profits quickly through mergers and
acquisitions.
Visionsense had stumbled upon many hurdles with cash running low due to it's high monthly burn rate.
The crash of financial markets during 2001 prevented raising additional funds. The first RSC came in
late 2001 when Visionsense revealed its first system that could be integrated into most modern
operation environment. This represents a product-based company, rather than an IP-based company, as
planned upon inception. Soon Visionsense noticed that the change was not enough in order to either
bring the company to financial independence, or to raise the additional funds required to bring it there.
The second RSC took place by perusing several leading medical manufacturers in the global market
for embedding the technology. The market environment might be somewhat deceiving, since the RCSs
actually changed the marketing target of the company. Yet, during the researched period, no alternative
technology was introduced to create a significant threat or turbulence in the market.
Data Analysis:
In all cases above, the companies held a variety of resources including: human capital, technological
abilities, and financial resources, access to market and ability to raise funds. We identified five basic
resources the companies had to manage: (i) Managerial resources (ii) Technological abilities (iii) Cash
reserve (iv) Cash generation through investments (v) Cash generation through sales. Out of these, the
first three are internal resources, and the last two represent access to external resources.
Internal resources:
The management resource was unchanged in Datamate, and moderately changed in Netaction.
Gellergy whent through 3 CEOs, some of them came from within the team, and other were brought
from outside. Furthermore, in most cases, we see a shift in position rather than abandoning of the
company. We did not notice significant evidence of a unique change in managerial support by external
consultants or advisory boards. The technology, as well as R&D function, were also stable during the
researched lifespan of the companies, and there was no evidence of external technologies entering the
company by means of intellectual property purchase, technological alliances, patent rights etc. Initially
cash reserves were high. Prior to the first RSC the cash was virtually zero, and they soared to about 1-3
Million dollars US. In Datamate's case, cash balance gradually drained during the researched period,
until the second RSC took place. In Netaction and Gellergy, cash balance was fluctuating due to
investors support. Once the investors stopped supporting the companies, cash reserves diminished until
the second RSC took place.
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To summarize, we found that managerial and technology abilities were unchanged in both RSC cases,
while the cash reserve was fluctuating along a declining curve.
Access to external resources:
Ability to raise cash from sales: although Datamate had proven its competence in direct sales, it had no
experience in generating sales by channels. Yet, this did not stop the team from pursuing the 'channel
distribution' strategy. We identified two hidden assumptions (a) the 'channel distribution' ability could
be developed using the cash resource, and (b) the newly developed 'channel distribution' ability was
expected to generate cash from sales faster than the existing 'direct sales' ability already existing in the
firm. These two hidden assumptions eventually did not materialize, resulting in cash resource
drainage, while the new "channel distribution" resource failed to generate cash. Netaction moved to
channel-based marketing and later to direct marketing, based on the managers’ previous experience.
Yet, they failed to generating cash from sales.
Ability to raise funds is indicated by growth in company valuation. Company valuation can grow
thanks to rise in financial markets, or due to the management's actions or thanks to interest indicated
by a potential buyer. Each of the above options enables the company to raise money from existing or
new investors.
All Datamates' stakeholders estimated the ability to raise funds as a strong resource. The slumping
financial markets during that period and NASDAQ crash, along poor sales performance, blocked this
ability. We find the question: "which of the two factors (markets or sales) had a greater influence on
the company's inability to access external funding?" impossible to answer with the data available to us
and irrelevant for our discussion at this point. Hence: funding as well as sales abilities were declining
from the first RSC until the Second RSC and changed after the second RSC proved successful.
Gellergys ability to raise funds was high yet, stable through the life-span of the company. It was only
during the last year of the company, when an investment with a lower valuation was made during the
second RSC. Netaction never had an increase in its valuation. Its entire fund raising was conducted
from existing investors, as a convertible loan, until its last days; indicating expectation for future rise in
company value – yet an effective decrease in value.
The resource availability is presented in graphic manner. Example for the cases of Gellergy and
Datamate are described in drawing 1 and 2 respectively, which are similar to the other 2 cases.
Success of RSC:
Datamate: According to the view of the venture directors, "Success" was viewed as gaining marketvalue to provide them with high returns on their investment. On this basis, the first RSC was a failure.
The second RSC was viewed to be a successful one, resulting in growing revenues and profit. Another
indicator for a successful RSC was that the investors agreed on converting the loan to about 50% in
equity; representing a company value of about US$ 6 Million.
Gellergy: The first RSC was a success on the short term: the company was able to raise more money
for its expansion plan. Yet, it did not last long enough to ensure sustainability. Hence, according to
first round of investors, the RSC was a failure. The second RSC enabled an increase in value of the
daughter company, and although it might be temporary, it is considered a success.
Netaction: According to stakeholders, the first RSC failed to deliver in terms of venture value as well
as in terms of cash generation. The second RSC did provide new hope and the indicators seem
promising.
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DISCUSSION
During the analysis of case study data, we observed two important dimensions – thresholds of
resource-levels and the match of resources to the environment in which the venture operates. This
observation led us to configure a chart regarding the factors and affects in RSC, related to the venture's
resources (see Drawing 3).
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An interesting observation relates to the impact of resource-levels on management's decision making.
While the first RSC took place when resources where at 'higher levels', the second occurred when
resource levels went 'below' a certain level. The definition of 'high' and 'low' in this perspective is not
by objective metering of the resources. It is rather the resource levels as they are perceived by the
decision-makers in terms of "time to live". We suspect that when resource levels are beyond a 'high'
level, as perceived by management, RSC is more likely to take place. Management feels more secure
to perform a RSC, having the sometimes wrong assumption, that the venture has enough slack to bare
a wrong RSC move. On the other end, when resource level is perceived to be 'low', the management is
encouraged to act "before it's too late" in a radical measure in the form of RSC.
Therefore, we can outlay 3 working zones based on the resource-based view, as described in drawing
3. The middle zone is the one a new venture will work within most of the time. Yet when critical
resources move into the Upper RSC zone or to the Lower RSC zone, the venture is more likely to
perform a RSC.
Another observation concerns the relation between the level of resources and success of the RSC. We
do not measure whether the selected strategy was "right" or "wrong". Rather, we focus on the question
of the RSCs success as perceived by venture leaders. At all four case studies a low level of resources
led to a successful RSC, while a high level of resources led to an unsuccessful RSC. This finding
requires further research.
This behavior resembles findings in botany showing that at stress conditions, i.e. extremely low/high
resource levels, plants have a higher tendency for DNA modifications. This explained by the
malfunctioning of the DNA correction mechanism under stress, enabling "hidden" DNA patterns to
appear. Metaphorically speaking, we suggest that under "stress" the openness of management is higher,
enabling "hidden" strategic alternative to be considered and in some cases implemented. We hence
conclude that a successful RSC depends on the dynamic alignment (Ambos and Birkinshaw 2007) of
resource levels to the environmental conditions. Changing the variety or levels of a venture's resources
is not necessarily sufficient for performing a successful RSC. Furthermore, we suggest that is if the
appearance of new genotypes is mainly achieved via Punctuated Equilibrium, it might be that RSC
should be deliberately created in order to increase the ventures abilities in relation to the environment
and competition.
Contribution of this study comes in a numerous levels. First we have learned that plants naturally
undergo resource-level related actions, which are likely to occur within new ventures. Managers
should be aware of this mechanism and use relevant decision making in order to promote or decline
these RSC actions. These findings are applicable for investors as well as new venture managers in
terms of awareness to radical changes in strategy in the good as well as bad times of the venture.
Apparently, it is likely to encounter one or both ends of venture resource level.
In the cases studied there was a pattern of RSC failure in the event of resource surplus. Although the
sample is too small for definitive conclusions, we are carefully tempted to assume that when RSC is
performed during surplus of resources, it is likely to fail. We did not find evidence for this claim in
Botany.
The venture-plant analogy holds numerous limitations as described above; addition limitation is noted
that this research was limited to high technology start-up companies originating in Israel. Further
research is required in international firms, as well as in a larger sample. From a research perspective, it
seems as biologically inspired research can be fruitful, and opens new aspects for further study of the
Punctuated Equilibrium mechanism in business organizations.
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